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Introduction 
Microsoft 365 applications are ubiquitous and used by many 
in the rapidly expanding remote workforce. More than 155 
million Microsoft 365 customers, many with Exchange Online 
Protection (EOP), can easily administrate email, chat, 
collaboration, and file sharing services. Moreover, single 
sign-on (SSO) services deliver a simplified user experience 
from any location.

However, Microsoft 365 applications open vulnerabilities and 
lack security protections for cost-effective and 
cloud-collaborative communications. Microsoft does provide 
email-centric anti-phishing resources, but more provisions 
are needed to fully address the sophisticated categories of 
phishing that include spear phishing, whaling, Business Email 
Compromise (BEC) and ransomware. 

As such, the ubiquity of Microsoft 365 opens multiple 
channels to malicious exploits and bad actors, both inside 
and outside the organization.  

Key Highlights 

• Clearedin provides powerful phishing protection advancing existing 

solutions by building active defense anti-phishing solutions that 

automate critical pattern recognition to identify social engineering 

manipulation. This approach helps educate and protect users without 

administrative involvement.

• Clearedin achieves this using machine learning (ML) to build an Identity 

Trust Graph with dynamic and flexible Trust Scores. This approach 

investigates, correlates and dynamically thwarts attacks in a 

multi-channel campaign.

• This Identity Trust Graph extends Microsoft 365’s Exchange Online 

Protection (EOP) and any existing Secure Email Gateway (SEG) 

investments with collaboration security and compliance protection.

• Clearedin supplements Microsoft 365’s native abilities to bridge gaps 

against advanced email attacks, and secures inbound, outbound, and 

internal email from phishing attacks that evade Advanced Threat 

Protection (ATP) and email gateways, including prevention of malicious 

exploits, account theft, or staff impersonations. 

• Clearedin’s native API capabilities provide real-time user and company- 

wide message filtering, anti-malware, content filtering, and support for 

Microsoft-backed SLAs.
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Microsoft 365 Security Vulnerabilities and Phishing Use Cases 
Email—and particularly cloud-based email—is a very common channel for attacks and resultant loss of data. Phishing 
attacks are bypassing existing SEG defenses and targeting Microsoft 365 users. These attacks take many forms and 
provide dangerous access to corporate staff, operations, partners, and suppliers—regardless of location or device. 

SSO capabilities further open Microsoft 365 to attacks: emulating the login page for Microsoft 365 is one example of 
this danger. Phishing messages and/or emails drive users to a rogue site, and credentials are gathered for future 
malicious use, perhaps by spreading malware or instigating further attacks such as spear phishing. 

As chat, collaboration, and file sharing tools such as Slack, Teams and OneDrive become more popular, attackers are 
targeting those platforms as well. Here are the key use cases to watch for in these attack vectors: 

Clearedin’s Solution: Identity Trust Graph and 
Trust Score 
While Microsoft 365’s Exchange Online Protection (EOP) 
includes some anti-phishing and anti-malware support, 
Clearedin’s Identity Trust Graph greatly extends this with 
collaboration security and compliance protection. 

To prevent users from ignoring warnings, Clearedin 
dynamically locks and disarms flagged messages to 
individuals, groups, or the entire company based on 
customizable policies. This server-side functionality 
seamlessly integrates with the Microsoft 365 mail service. 

Identity Trust Graph algorithmically guards Microsoft 365 
infrastructure with identity and trust management using 
machine learning (ML). The ML-derived result is a 
dynamically built, category-differentiating, and social 
engineering-savvy Trust Score for all users: employees, 
contractors, and partners.

Clearedin’s native API capabilities allow IT staff to remove 
malicious messages and deliver real-time user and 
company-wide message filtering, anti-malware, content 
filtering, mail routing and connectors. These features 
create advanced secure operations center (SOC) 
functionality, save time for users, and support 
Microsoft-backed APIs to extend Microsoft 365 Trust 
Center capabilities.

Clearedin provides Microsoft 365 company-wide 
protection, especially for frequent external collaborators 
who are susceptible to BEC and ATO. These collaborators 
include geographically diverse workers such as remote 
employees or contractors tasked with improving business 

productivity, driving sales, and improving customer 
service. ML-enabled trust groups simplify and streamline 
secure Microsoft 365 operations.

With Clearedin, administrators gain a dynamic, timesaving, 
customizable dashboard that delivers instant notifications, 
detailed forensics, and the potential to automate 
administrative overrides. And in conjunction with 
Microsoft 365’s subscription service, Clearedin leads to 
lower IT operational costs along with easily managed SOC 
resources as compared to purchasing and deploying 
additional EOP individual user licenses. 

Conclusion: Best-in-Category Microsoft 365 
Security 
IT management goals for deploying Microsoft 365, EOP 
and SEGs include broad user adoption and cost savings. 
Security awareness training for these applications, while 
necessary, is often incomplete and ineffective. IT team 
goals must also include protection of employee and 
corporate assets from malicious exploits.  

Powered by ML, Clearedin’s Identity Trust Graph provides 
a detailed Trust Score or reputation analysis. This tangible 
score is especially valuable given the expanded social 
ecosystem (crowdsourcing) across all Microsoft 365 
channels. Identity Trust Graph is critical considering the 
rapid growth of the Microsoft 365 market, including both 
cloud and on-premise applications.  

Learn more about Clearedin, Compliance, Zero-Trust 
Security and automating anti-phishing with no SoC 
overhead. Visit us at www.clearedin.com today. 
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GARTNER ON EMAIL AND CLOUD 

SECURITY  

In Protecting against Business Email 

Compromise Phishing (March 2020), Gartner 

notes that “Through 2023, BEC attacks will 

continue to double each year to over $5 

billion and lead to large financial losses for 

enterprises.”   Gartner further states, in the 

Market Guide for Email Security (September 

2020) that “Dramatic increases in the volume 

and success of phishing attacks and 

migration to cloud email require a 

reevaluation of email security 

controls and processes.” 

G Suite Outlook 365

EMAIL
USE CASE: 3rd party impersonation: a customer’s customer email has been compromised. 
That second degree of separation tends to evade the SEG and ATP. 
USE CASE: Domains: Creation of look-alike and newly registered domains continue to be the 
highest common denominator for BEC.   

CHAT & COLLABORATION
USE CASE: Microsoft Teams and Slack: Compliance and protection against unwanted 

URLs and inappropriate file or content sharing – external federation is “all 
or nothing” proposition:  A compromise exposes the whole team.

Microsoft Teams Slack G Suite

Google Meet Zoom (video) SharePoint (files)

Box DropboxGoogle Drive Microsoft OneDrive

FILE SHARING
USE CASE: OneDrive: inappropriate sharing or sharing with suspicious outsider.

WebEx
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